Blue seas circuit breaker

Music is composed by Takayuki Negishi with character designs provided by Mari Tominaga. It
was announced on November 17, that Hanabee Entertainment has licensed the anime [4] and
released it on March 5, in Australia and New Zealand. The series continued for three additional
seasons: Cardfight!! Vanguard: Asia Circuit , which began airing on April 8, ; Cardfight!!
Vanguard: Link Joker on January 13, ; [6] and Cardfight!! Vanguard: Legion Mate on March 9,
Vanguard G ran from October 26, to October 5, It was followed by Cardfight!! Vanguard G: Z ,
which aired from October 8, to April 1, Vanguard is a reboot of the original series. The reboot
started airing on May 5, and ended on May 4, Vanguard: High School Arc Cont. Vanguard:
Shinemon started airing on August 24, Vanguard Gaiden if was originally scheduled to premiere
on April 25, A new anime series produced by Kinema Citrus titled Cardfight!! Vanguard
overDress is set to premiere in April 3, Aichi Sendou is a timid young boy in his third year of
junior high school. The one thing that keeps him going is his trading card Blaster Blade from
Cardfight!! Vanguard , a trading card game that takes place on a different planet called "Cray"
and is popular throughout the world. There, Aichi has his first cardfight with Toshiki Kai, an
aloof and cold-hearted high schooler who has outstanding abilities and who originally gave
Aichi his Blaster Blade when Aichi was little. Aichi wins the fight, reclaiming Blaster Blade , and
begins to enjoy a fulfilling life as he delves deeper into Vanguard. Aichi's primary goal
throughout the series is to become a stronger fighter, so he can once again battle Kai and have
him recognize his worth. Aichi eventually places high enough at a local tournament to join with
Kai, Misaki Tokura, and Kamui Katsuragi to form Team Quadrifoglio "Q4" for short. Together,
they enter regional and national tournaments to test their skills against fighters from all over
Japan. Aichi's principal rival becomes Ren Suzugamori, a powerful but despicable cardfighter
who is the leader of the reigning national champion team. Ren eventually makes Aichi awaken a
power that Ren also possesses: Psyqualia, a psychic-like ability that lets its user foresee victory
in cardfights. However, Aichi's usage of Psyqualia slowly distorts him into becoming a dark
person like Ren. Thanks to Kai's efforts, Aichi decides to no longer use Psyqualia and reverts to
his normal self. When Aichi battles Ren at the finals of the national championships, it is
revealed that Cray is real, and Psyqualia is the power given to those who will determine Cray's
future. Aichi manages to reconcile his good-natured personality with his dark desires to
become stronger. Aichi defeats Ren, and Team Q4 becomes the national champions of Japan.
The season concludes with Aichi's Psyqualia mysteriously vanishing and Kai fulfilling Aichi's
wish to cardfight him again. Shortly after Q4 wins the national tournament, a strange
phenomenon occurs when Aichi meets a young boy named Takuto Tatsunagi. Aichi reunites
with Q4 excluding Kai and travels across Asia to participate in the Vanguard Fight Circuit, an
invitational multi-stage tournament featuring the world's best cardfighters, for the opportunity
to meet and seek answers from the sponsor, Takuto. Throughout the circuit, Aichi, whose
Psyqualia has reactivated, encounters a mix of familiar friends and new rivals. One noteworthy
rival is Team Dreadnought's Leon Soryu, a man possessing Psyqualia who is on a mission to
lead the second coming of both his family and the long-lost Aqua Force clan. Furthermore, Leon
is exposed as having made an alliance with Void, allowing the three clans to be sealed away in
exchange for Void's promise to return Aqua Force to power. In a final confrontation, Aichi
defeats Leon, who had absorbed Void's power. With a reformed Leon's help, Aichi uses his
Gold Paladins to drive Void out of Cray and subsequently free the captured clans. The VF
Circuit concludes with Q4 crowned as the winning team. Afterward, life returns to normal,
except that Aichi now has a new deck featuring his signature Royal Paladin units as Gold
Paladins. Aichi enters his first year of high school at Miyaji Academy, where the instructors and
students focus on looking towards the future and studying. Aichi thinks Vanguard can be a
future that people can believe in, and he tries to establish a Cardfight Club on campus. Despite
the interference of the Student Council, he manages to recruit the requisite five members for the
club: Kourin Tatsunagi, Naoki Ishida, Shingo Komoi, and Misaki, who is also a Miyaji Academy
student but was reluctant to join the club. Kai remarks on how much stronger both Aichi and
Ren have become. The second major story arc of the season revolves around an extraterrestrial
entity called "Link Joker", the clan which is the avatar of Void. Various fighters become
corrupted by Void's power and turn into "Reversed" fighters driven to seek out stronger
opponents and bring them under Void's influence. Kai visits Takuto to seek answers, and in a
moment of weakness while cardfighting the Reversed Takuto, he allows himself to become
Reversed in exchange for additional power. More and more cardfighters around the world
become Reversed, including several of Aichi's friends. Although Ren and Leon manage to fend
off and free their respective comrades from Reverse, Aichi is unaware of what is happening
until he sees Reversed Takuto announcing the end of the world. At first hesitant to face his
Reversed friends, especially Kai, Aichi eventually resolves himself to fight them to save the
world. After many battles, Aichi and his friends emerge victorious over Link Joker, but at the

cost of losing the original Takuto. Moreover, Aichi faces Kai in one last fight to decide the
strongest fighter. In the end, Aichi wins after Kai realizes what a true friend Aichi has been for
him. Several days after the mortal battle against Link Joker, life seems to have returned to
normal. However, Aichi Sendou, the hero who saved the earth from the invasion of Link Joker
and Void, has disappeared, and Kai, his closest friend "mate" , seems to be the only person who
remembers him. After receiving a Royal Paladin deck containing a new version of Aichi's avatar
card Blaster Blade , Kai sets out not only to remind everyone about Aichi but also find him. Kai
manages to gather other comrades who remember Aichi: Naoki, Misaki, his classmate Miwa,
and Kamui. However, Kai realizes that Kourin is also missing. His investigation leads to the
discovery of four magically-gifted cardfighters called the Quatre Knights: Olivier Gaillard, Phillip
Neve, Rati Curti, and Raul Serra, who intend to stop anyone finding Aichi. Ren gives Kai a tip to
Aichi's location where he discovers that Kourin is allied with the Quatre Knights, and Aichi was
behind both the memory loss and the Quatre Knights. During training with Leon, Kai gains new
resolve and returns to using a Kagero deck. Naoki spies Serra's butler Morris entering a portal
leading to a sanctuary on the moon where Aichi is located. Kai and his friends are confronted
by Serra when they enter the sanctuary. They learn that in order to awaken Aichi they must
defeat the four Quatre knights to break the four seals, but if they lose in the sanctuary they lose
their memories of Aichi. With only Kai and Naoki remaining, Kai battles Gaillard, who blames
Kai for the Link Joker incident and will not allow him to free Aichi because of it. Despite this, Kai
defeats Gaillard, releasing the second seal. Suddenly, Serra arrives and uses his ice magic to
imprison Kai, Naoki, and Gaillard. It is then that Gaillard reveals the truth; a Link Joker "seed"
was implanted inside Aichi's body after he defeated Reversed Takuto. To contain the seed,
Aichi now wants to seal himself away in the sanctuary with the Quatre Knights as his guardians.
However, Serra reveals that his plan all along was to use Kai and his friends to weaken the
seals, release the seed within Aichi, and obtain its power all for himself. Having discovered the
meaning of "mates" thanks to Kai and Aichi, Gaillard finds new resolve and defeats Serra,
stripping him of his powers and banishing him from the sanctuary. With Serra gone, Gaillard
resets his sights towards Kai and fights him again. Kai defeats Gaillard again and then faces
Aichi for a final battle. After Kai makes Aichi realize that sealing himself away was wrong, Kai
defeats him. The Link Joker seed then tries to implant itself into Kai's body but is then broken
apart by Blaster Blade. Nevertheless, the shattered pieces of the seed enter the bodies of each
of Aichi's friends and will grow benign over time. Afterwards, Aichi, Kai, and the rest of their
friends return to their normal lives. Aichi and Kai face each other in one last shop tournament,
and despite the different paths they will take in the future, they know they will meet again as
long as they keep playing Vanguard. Set 3 years later after the events of Legion Mate, the story
follows Chrono Shindou, an apathetic teenager who finds a Vanguard deck and a map in his
school locker one day. Following the map, he is led to Card Capital 2, a card shop where he
meets Kamui Katsuragi who works part-time there. After being taught how to play Vanguard and
winning his first fight against Kamui, Chrono begins his venture in the world of Vanguard.
Chrono finds Vanguard enjoyable, so he decides to return to Card Capital 2, where he takes up
a quest and becomes a Grade 1 fighter. Then, he meets and fights Kouji Ibuki, who reveals that
Chrono is and always has been completely alone. As a result, Ibuki crushes Chrono with no
difficulty and refuses to even tell Chrono his name until Chrono becomes stronger. FIVA is
holding a national tournament, and the only one not fired up is Tokoha. Being the younger
sister of Mamoru, she is tired of being forced to live up to her brother's legacy. Meanwhile,
Chrono is trying to get to Grade 3 so he can enter the tournament. They ultimately turn out to be
a formidable foe. Chrono beats their first fighter with no problems. Unfortunately, Shion and
Tokoha ultimately lose in the second two games. In the aftermath of their defeat, Chrono's aunt
discovers Chrono's new hobby and reveals the truth behind the disappearance of his father.
They find that the United Sanctuary branch is turning fighters into people obsessed with
victory, and challenge the Branch leader over the management of the United Sanctuary branch.
Those who conquer the 6 Branch Quests will be honored with the title "Generation Master", and
the chance to become a Clan Leader. The three members of TRY3 are all fired up by the new
goal ahead of them, but behind the scenes, a massive plot that would lead to the destruction of
Vanguard has been set in motion Will Vanguard be led to a perfect future? The fight to save the
Zodiac Time Beasts and Vanguard itself! The second part of Plan G is now in action! Five
months have passed after Team TRY3's battle against the Company and the team decided to
split up and go their separate ways with all three of them enrolling to different high schools.
Chrono forms a new team with Taiyou Asukawa and Kazuma Shouji, a gloomy boy who attends
the same school as Chrono. Shion and Tokoha have formed their own teams as well. What new
challenges await Chrono in the aftermath of all these changes? The final season of the G Series.
A group of six units from Planet Cray, called the "Apostles", have invaded Earth. Armed with the

power of the six Zeroth Dragons, the Apostles aim to revive the sealed Dragon Deity of
Destruction, Gyze who attempted to destroy Cray in the past. The final battle between the
Vanguards and the Dragon Deity of Destruction begins. A rerun series of the original Cardfight
Vanguard with Aichi Sendou, the rest of Q4, and other old characters from the origInal series.
Starting 15 years before the first V series season, this season focuses on Shinemon Nitta, the
present manager of Card Capital, attempting to save the shop from becoming a branch of
Cardshop: Esuka. The final season of the V Series. Dubbed episodes also began being released
on YouTube from May 29, Hulu began hosting the English-dubbed version on August 26, in
partnership with Aniplex of America. An official card game by Bushiroad was released on
February 26, An English version of the game was first produced in Singapore on May 5, It has
been released internationally, starting on May 12, The basic premise of the trading card game,
as explained in the anime, is that the two players represent astral spirits dueling on the fictional
planet Cray. The cards in players' decks, called "Units", represent characters from Cray that
players can "Call" to the field to fight for them. Players alternate turns calling, attacking, and
defending with units. When one player reaches six damage, or there are no more cards in his or
her deck, that player loses the game. A deck must contain exactly fifty cards, including exactly
sixteen "Trigger Units. There may also be an extra Sixteen Cards, called G-units, that are placed
in a separate place called the Generation Zone. In addition to the G-units, you can place other
items such as Gift Markers and Tokens there. The game begins when the players place a grade
0 unit, the Starting "Vanguard", face-down in the Vanguard Circle the center of their playing
area, and each draw five cards. Each player is allowed one "Redraw" by shuffling any number of
cards from the starting hand into the deck and drawing the same number of cards. Players
randomly decide who goes first and reveal their starting Vanguards; the player who goes first
cannot attack during the first turn. To use a unit to attack or activate certain skills, the player
must rotate it from its normal position "Standing" to 90 degrees clockwise "Resting". At the
beginning of a player's turn, during the Stand Phase, that player stands all his or her rested
units, so they can be used again. During the Draw Phase, the player draws a card. Then, during
the G-Assist Phase, the player can reveal their hand, look at the top 5 cards of their deck, then
choose a card from them to add to their current hand. If they do, they then put two "G units" and
two cards from their hand in to the out of the play area. However, to G-assist, the player can not
have any cards with a higher grade than their vanguard in their hand. Next, during the Ride
Phase, the player can choose a unit from the hand that is either the same grade or one grade
higher than the current vanguard, which rides over top of the former vanguard the card stacked
underneath the Vanguard is called the "Soul". Afterwards is the Stride Step in which the player
can put cards into a discard pile called the "Drop Zone" whose grades sum up to three or
higher, choose a face-down G-unit from their Generation Zone, and put in on top of the current
vanguard, the previous vanguard considered a "heart. However, to stride, both players'
vanguard must be grade 3 or higher. During the Main Phase, the player can call "Rear-Guard"
units to five additional spaces: one each to the left and right of the vanguard, and three to the
back row. The player can move rear-guards between the front and back row in that column and
can "Retire" a rear-guard to call a new one in that space. Retired units are put into the discard
pile "Drop Zone". The next part of the turn is the Battle Phase. The player can conduct any
number of battles in sequence, and can attack with the same unit more than once as long as it
is standing when the attack is declared. A battle is conducted by resting a front-row unit and
choosing an opposing front-row unit to be attacked. If there is a standing grade 0 or 1 unit
behind the attacker, it can "Boost" by resting, which adds its power to the attacker's. The
defending player may also guard using a G-Guardian from the G-Zone, after discarding a heal
trigger from his or her hand. The G-Guardian is returned to the G-Zone when the battle ends.
Guarding units add their shield value to the defender's power, but are retired immediately when
the battle ends. After guards are declared, if the attacker is a vanguard, the attacking player
performs a "Drive Trigger Check": the player reveals the top card of his or her deck in the
"Trigger Zone" and then adds it to his or her hand. Attacking grade 3 vanguards have the "Twin
Drive!! G-units have a Triple Drive!!! The power boost and additional trigger effect can either be
given to one unit or divided among two units. When the attacker's power is equal to or greater
than the defender's, the attack hits; otherwise, nothing happens. If a rear-guard unit is hit by the
attack, it is retired. If a vanguard is hit, however, it remains in play and the defending player
makes a number of "Damage Trigger Checks" equal to the attacker's critical value. The process
works exactly like a Drive Check, but the revealed card is put into the "Damage Zone" instead of
the hand. After the attacking player has finished conducting battles, the turn enters the End
Phase, where certain effects may happen, and the stridden unit if the player strode goes back to
the Generation zone face up Face-up G-units cannot be used to stride , before going on the next
player's turn. There are 3 types of clan gifts, and 2 sub-types associated with each gift. Each

clan usually only has one gift type, excluding Bermuda Triangle which can acquire the other two
through the card Heart Monopoly Anezka. Certain abilities have costs to pay. This is a list of the
most common costs to pay. Other costs with be shown in text in the cost part of the effect. Note
that a number next to a cost show how many you have to pay. Units in Vanguard are organized
in Nations and Clans. Nations are the different countries that Planet Cray is divided in, with a
total of six nations. Each nation is subsequently subdivided in clans, which are groups of units
that band together to form an alliance. Each clan usually has its own unique aesthetic, and
bases its play style around a certain skill. Vanguard cards are sold in Booster Sets, Extra
Boosters, and Trial Decks, each containing a selection of new cards and sometimes reprints of
older cards. A typical booster pack contains five cards: four common C cards and one rare R
card. SP cards are alternate versions of lower-rarity cards in the same set, but have different
flavor text and sometimes artwork. Cards of R rarity or higher also have special holographic
foiling patterns, which vary depending on set and rarity. Most common are Booster Sets, which
are sold in boxes of 30 randomized booster packs. Booster sets contain support for at least 6
clans. Starting from G-BT11, each display contains 16 packs, with each pack containing 7 cards.
The V series reduced the number of packs per box to 16 and began featuring only clans per box.
Featuring less new cards per set, but adding new rarities. Extra Boosters are sold in boxes of 15
booster packs and contain a lower number of cards to collect 35 Cards. Extra boosters contain
support for only a few clans, and often only for one clan. They are sold in boxes of 12 booster
pack, each with 7 cards 5 Common, a Rare, and a rare or above. G Clan Booster always contain
support for only one clan while G Comic Booster contain support for only a few clans featured
in manga version. G Technical Booster Feature support for 3 clans, containing 75 Cards 25
cards for each clan. Trial Decks are card decks designed as an introduction to the game. They
contain a fixed selection of cards, including one RR and two R cards. At the start of each
season, a pair of Trial Decks is released which introduce that season's signature mechanic to
the game. Season 2 introduced "Limit Break," which gives a vanguard extra effects when the
player is at 4 or more damage. Season 3 introduced "Break Ride", which gives bonus effects for
riding one Grade 3 vanguard on top of another one. Season 4 introduced "Legion", which allows
two cards to combine into a single vanguard. The G Unit retains the name and power of the
previous vanguard, known as the "Heart". Legend Decks are pre-constructed decks contains 54
cards, including fifteen RRR cards one of each unique card type and at least four "G-Unit"
cards. All Legend Decks focus on a single character from the anime and the units strongly
associated with them. The units have been retrained, given skills and abilities found in
Vanguard G. With Kerokero Ace ceasing publication with its September issue, new chapters of
the manga continued starting with the first issue of Monthly Bushiroad magazine. Vertical has
licensed the manga series and began releasing it in North America on April 29, A side story
referred as Episode 0 was released on May 23, Its storyline follows Toshiki Kai's childhood. The
first chapter of the spinoff was released with the sixth chapter of the main manga series. Mini
Vanguard is a short yonkoma comedy manga by Quily featuring all of the characters as super
deformed. Like the original manga series, Mini Vanguard continued in the first issue of Monthly
Bushiroad magazine after the final September issue of Kerokero Ace magazine. Another spin-off
manga series titled Cardfight!! Its story focuses on the lore of the Cardfight!! Vanguard trading
card game. A page novel based on the anime series was released in Japan on May 15, A mobile
app game titled Cardfight!! Vanguard Planet Wars [34] was released on March 12, It is a strategy
role-playing game and is region-locked to prevent devices outside Japan from installing it. The
game introduces an original character named Navica, who acts as the player's guide in the
world of Cray and explains the game mechanics. The game's storyline is based around the
Virtual Vanguard System VVS , which generates a virtual space in which people experience the
world of Cray, an earth-like planet where magic and science have progressed hand in hand.
Each continent of Cray is dominated by one of six prospering nations. Through the VVS, the
player's avatar dives into this dreamlike world and fights daily battles for one of these nations.
However, a sudden abnormality upsets this scenario. Players move their avatars about the
world map of Cray using a six-sided die, accepting and completing quests to receive items and
gold to advance the storyline. Two types of deck are composed for use within the game: one to
be used in battle and one with which to besiege dungeons. Each deck has six cards; skills are
triggered in the battle deck based on the position of cards in relation to one another, while the
dungeon deck makes use of skills related to manipulating dice and avoiding traps. In addition to
the player's avatar having a level, individual cards have levels. Increasing the cards' levels
enhances skills. Leveling up and skill synthesis allows cards to be customized so that two
players may have the same card but different abilities. A Nintendo 3DS video game adaption
titled Cardfight!! Vanguard: Ride to Victory!! The game features an original story which stars a
new cardfighter protagonist who is aiming to win at a national tournament. There is a tutorial

mode for those who are new to playing the TCG. The main story takes the player through a
series of fights against rivals, ending with the national tournament championship. There are
also optional missions, which challenge the player to win with a predetermined set of cards, and
free play, where the player can duel against any opponent previously encountered in the story.
Winning a fight earns the player points, which can then be spent at the Card Capital shop to
purchase booster packs to build a stronger deck. The game also features wireless online play. A
second 3DS game adaption titled Cardfight!! Vanguard: Lock on Victory!! It was also developed
by FuRyu. This game's story is based on the Link Joker arc of the anime series. Similar to the
first game, players will choose to play as one of the previous game's six original characters
albeit older plus four more original characters [40] and will attend one of the high schools
depicted in the anime. The game's wireless battle mode will be greatly expanded. For example,
the game's AI will continue an online match if a disconnection occurs. The game will support a
wireless link-up method similar to Nintendogs. A downloadable game for Microsoft Windows
titled Cardfight!! Online was planned to be released in early , but cancelled. The game would
have been free-to-play with in-game transactions. Vanguard G series and later cards were going
to be available. Older cards would have also been added later. Online would have feature
unranked matches, ranked matches, and tournaments. There would have been also be tutorials
for new players. New cards were going to be obtained from the in-game shop or from crafting. A
video game for Nintendo Switch was released on September 19, in Japan. A mobile app titled
Cardfight!! Vanguard Zero was released globally on April 9, Many mechanics from the original
card game have been changed in favor of fast game play over full simulation. A live-action
minute drama titled Stand Up! Vanguard was aired on May 3, Two of Breakerz's songs, "Climber
x Climber" and "Nonai Survivor" , are used as background music for this drama as well as some
live-action Cardfight!! Vanguard commercials. Much like in the anime, this drama features
cameo appearances of the main characters of Tantei Opera Milky Holmes. In this case, three
girls cosplay as Nero, Cordelia, and Hercule as one of the teams in the Vanguard team
tournament. Daigo is a wanderer who claims to be a genius and strongly believes in justice. One
day, at a playground, he sees Hiroki Miura being bullied by other kids, including his classmate
Teru Minamihara. Daigo attempts to save the day, but he gets beaten up in Hiroki's place. The
kids' homeroom teacher, Maria Kagami, arrives to the scene and scares the bullies away. As
Hiroki walks back home, Maria explains to Daigo about how Hiroki is a timid boy who never
speaks his mind, which has warranted him to be picked on. To help Hiroki and win Maria's
affection , Daigo gets a job as a special teacher at the school. As Daigo tries to get closer to
Hiroki, he learns that while Hiroki may be reserved, he is actually passionate about and
confident in himself when it comes to playing the game of Cardfight!! Little by little, as Daigo
has Hiroki teach him more about the game, he opens up Hiroki's heart while teaching him to
have courage. However, he also learns that several factors all inhibit Hiroki from coming out of
his shell: Hiroki has a fear of losing, Hiroki's busy working father Shigehiro looks down on his
hobby, and Hiroki's mother Kumiko, who got him into playing Vanguard, is deceased.
Eventually, Daigo convinces Hiroki to play against Teru in a cardfight. However, Teru wins and
insults Hiroki, causing him to lock himself in his room out of frustration. Daigo tries to have a
match with Teru but instead finds himself challenging Teru's supremacist home tutor and a
greater genius, Eiji Satomi. He ends up losing to Eiji multiple times, with Hiroki secretly
watching. Hiroki asks Daigo why he tries so hard, to which Daigo answers "losing is frustrating,
but what comes after is most important. Hiroki declares to Teru that he will get his revenge at a
citywide Vanguard team tournament. The tournament commences with Hiroki, Daigo, and Maria
teaming up. Defeating many colorful teams along the way, both Hiroki's and Teru's teams
advance to the finals, which are to be held the next day. However, the night before the
tournament finals, Maria gets hit by a car and is hospitalized as a result. With no one else to
turn to, Daigo asks Shigehiro to be Maria's replacement, but he refuses due to his work. The
next day, despite Hiroki not believing his father would come, Shigehiro does in fact make it in
time before Hiroki's team gets disqualified. The finals begin with Shigehiro using his deceased
wife Kumiko's deck against one of Teru's team members. Although Shigehiro ends up losing, he
remembers the last conversation he had with Kumiko before she died. After the fight, he
apologizes to Hiroki for all the mean things he said and gives him Kumiko's necklace, telling
him to have courage. With Teru's team leading 1â€”0, the next fight between Daigo and Eiji
starts. Despite Eiji's genius-level play, Daigo refuses to give up. He miraculously defeats Eiji,
who runs away crying. With the score now , it comes down to the last match between Hiroki and
Teru. Although Hiroki tries his absolute best and never gives up, Teru ultimately wins. Hiroki,
Shigehiro, and Daigo all cry in frustration, but during the awards ceremony, Teru recognizes
Hiroki and gives him his respect and friendship. Afterwards, when Daigo goes to the hospital to
give flowers to the injured Maria, he sees her with another man, assuming that he is Maria's

significant other. Believing that his love for Maria is over before it started, he runs off. In the
end, Hiroki is now more confident in himself and has many friends. Daigo decides to go back to
being a wanderer, but not before he and Hiroki have one last cardfight. Carl Kimlinger
complained about the crass commercialism of the trading card game shows and was glad that
the series in his view flopped. As for the trading card game, it has received praise for its
marketing through the animated television show and various media, which has caused its
popularity to rise immensely. On December 14, , the company Interface in Design created a
survey for which trading card game had the most fulfilling playing experience for the "Trading
Card Game Award of ". Vanguard was bestowed awards for the most excellent game in both
Elementary School and General categories. These awards were bestowed to Cardfight!!
Vanguard due to the high praise the game received for its tournament events and ease of
access to important updates in the Vanguard culture through magazines and websites. The
ease of learning the game for new players was also an incredibly appealing aspect of the game.
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with the goal of stealing cargo and other valuable goods. Those who conduct acts of piracy are
called pirates , while the dedicated ships that pirates use are called pirate ships. The earliest
documented instances of piracy were in the 14th century BC, when the Sea Peoples , a group of
ocean raiders, attacked the ships of the Aegean and Mediterranean civilizations. Narrow
channels which funnel shipping into predictable routes have long created opportunities for
piracy, [1] as well as for privateering and commerce raiding. Historic examples include the

waters of Gibraltar , the Strait of Malacca , Madagascar , the Gulf of Aden , and the English
Channel , whose geographic structures facilitated pirate attacks. While the term can include
acts committed in the air , on land especially across national borders or in connection with
taking over and robbing a car or train , or in other major bodies of water or on a shore , in
cyberspace , as well as the fictional possibility of space piracy, it generally refers to maritime
piracy. It does not normally include crimes committed against people traveling on the same
vessel as the perpetrator e. Piracy or pirating is the name of a specific crime under customary
international law and also the name of a number of crimes under the municipal law of a number
of states. Today, pirates armed with automatic weapons, such as assault rifles , and machine
guns , grenades and rocket propelled grenades use small motorboats to attack and board ships,
a tactic that takes advantage of the small number of crew members on modern cargo vessels
and transport ships. They also use larger vessels, known as "mother ships", to supply the
smaller motorboats. The international community is facing many challenges in bringing modern
pirates to justice , as these attacks often occur in international waters. Piracy has probably
existed for as long as the seas have been plied for commerce. The earliest documented
instances of piracy are the exploits of the Sea Peoples who threatened the ships sailing in the
Aegean and Mediterranean waters in the 14th century BC. In classical antiquity , the
Phoenicians , Illyrians and Tyrrhenians were known as pirates. In the pre-classical era, the
ancient Greeks condoned piracy as a viable profession; it apparently was widespread and
"regarded as an entirely honourable way of making a living". By the era of Classical Greece ,
piracy was looked upon as a "disgrace" to have as a profession. In the 3rd century BC, pirate
attacks on Olympus in Lycia brought impoverishment. Among some of the most famous ancient
pirateering peoples were the Illyrians, a people populating the western Balkan peninsula. It was
not until BC when the Romans finally decisively beat the Illyrian fleets that their threat was
ended. The Aegean coast suffered similar attacks a few years later. In the process, the Goths
seized enormous booty and took thousands into captivity. The most widely known and
far-reaching pirates in medieval Europe were the Vikings , [ citation needed ] seaborne warriors
from Scandinavia who raided and looted mainly between the 8th and 12th centuries, during the
Viking Age in the Early Middle Ages. They raided the coasts, rivers and inland cities of all
Western Europe as far as Seville , which was attacked by the Norse in Vikings also attacked the
coasts of North Africa and Italy and plundered all the coasts of the Baltic Sea. The lack of
centralized powers all over Europe during the Middle Ages enabled pirates to attack ships and
coastal areas all over the continent. Toward the end of the 9th century, Moorish pirate havens
were established along the coast of southern France and northern Italy. In , the bishop of
Narbonne was unable to return to France from Rome because the Moors from Fraxinet
controlled all the passes in the Alps. Moor pirates operated out of the Balearic Islands in the
10th century. From to Arab pirates in the Emirate of Crete raided the entire Mediterranean. In the
14th century, raids by Moor pirates forced the Venetian Duke of Crete to ask Venice to keep its
fleet on constant guard. After the Slavic invasions of the former Roman province of Dalmatia in
the 5th and 6th centuries, a tribe called the Narentines revived the old Illyrian piratical habits
and often raided the Adriatic Sea starting in the 7th century. Their raids in the Adriatic increased
rapidly, until the whole Sea was no longer safe for travel. The Narentines took more liberties in
their raiding quests while the Venetian Navy was abroad, as when it was campaigning in Sicilian
waters in â€” As soon as the Venetian fleet would return to the Adriatic, the Narentines
temporarily abandoned their habits again, even signing a Treaty in Venice and baptising their
Slavic pagan leader into Christianity. In or they broke the treaty and again they raided Venetian
traders returning from Benevento, and all of Venice's military attempts to punish them in and
utterly failed. Later, they raided the Venetians more often, together with the Arabs. In , the
Narentines broke through to Venice itself and raided its lagoon city of Caorle. This caused a
Byzantine military action against them that finally brought Christianity to them. After the Arab
raids on the Adriatic coast circa and the retreat of the Imperial Navy, the Narentines continued
their raids of Venetian waters, causing new conflicts with the Italians in â€” The Venetians
futilely continued to fight them throughout the 10th and 11th centuries. Domagoj was accused
of attacking a ship which was bringing home the papal legates who had participated in the
Eighth Catholic Ecumenical Council , after which Pope John VIII addresses to Domagoj with
request that his pirates stop attacking Christians at sea. Athelstan drove them back. In the 12th
century the coasts of western Scandinavia were plundered by Curonians and Oeselians from
the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea. In the 13th and 14th century, pirates threatened the
Hanseatic routes and nearly brought sea trade to the brink of extinction. The Victual Brothers of
Gotland were a companionship of privateers who later turned to piracy as the Likedeelers. Until
about , maritime trade in both the North Sea , the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Bothnia was
seriously in danger of attack by the pirates. Thomas Milhorn mentions a certain Englishman

named William Maurice, convicted of piracy in , as the first person known to have been hanged,
drawn and quartered , [21] which would indicate that the then-ruling King Henry III took an
especially severe view of this crime. The ushkuiniks were Novgorodian pirates who looted the
cities on the Volga and Kama Rivers in the 14th century. As early as Byzantine times, the
Maniots one of Greece's toughest populations were known as pirates. The Maniots considered
piracy as a legitimate response to the fact that their land was poor and it became their main
source of income. The main victims of Maniot pirates were the Ottomans but the Maniots also
targeted ships of European countries. Zaporizhian Sich was a pirate republic in Europe from the
16th through to the 18th century. Situated in Cossack territory in the remote steppe of Eastern
Europe , it was populated with Ukrainian peasants that had run away from their feudal masters,
outlaws, destitute gentry, run-away slaves from Turkish galleys , etc. The remoteness of the
place and the rapids at the Dnieper river effectively guarded the place from invasions of
vengeful powers. The main target of the inhabitants of Zaporizhian Sich who called themselves
"Cossacks" were rich settlements at the Black Sea shores of Ottoman Empire and Crimean
Khanate. Though less famous and romanticized than Atlantic or Caribbean pirates, corsairs in
the Mediterranean equaled or outnumbered the former at any given point in history. They were,
however, of a smaller type than battle galleys, often referred to as galiots or fustas. In general,
pirate craft were extremely difficult for patrolling craft to actually hunt down and capture.
Purpose-built galleys or hybrid sailing vessels were built by the English in Jamaica in [26] and
by the Spanish in the late 16th century. The expansion of Muslim power through the Ottoman
conquest of large parts of the eastern Mediterranean in the 15th and 16th century resulted in
extensive piracy on sea trading. The so-called Barbary pirates began to operate out of North
African ports in Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Morocco around , preying primarily on the shipping of
Christian powers, including massive slave raids at sea as well as on land. The Barbary pirates
were nominally under Ottoman suzerainty , but had considerable independence to prey on the
enemies of Islam. The Muslim corsairs were technically often privateers with support from
legitimate, though highly belligerent, states. They considered themselves as holy Muslim
warriors, or ghazis , [29] carrying on the tradition of fighting the incursion of Western Christians
that had begun with the First Crusade late in the 11th century. Coastal villages and towns of
Italy, Spain and islands in the Mediterranean were frequently attacked by Muslim corsairs and
long stretches of the Italian and Spanish coasts were almost completely abandoned by their
inhabitants; after the Barbary corsairs occasionally entered the Atlantic and struck as far north
as Iceland. The Barbary pirates had a direct Christian counterpart in the military order of the
Knights of Saint John that operated first out of Rhodes and after Malta , though they were less
numerous and took fewer slaves. Both sides waged war against the respective enemies of their
faith, and both used galleys as their primary weapons. Both sides also used captured or bought
galley slaves to man the oars of their ships; the Muslims relying mostly on captured Christians,
the Christians using a mix of Muslim slaves, Christian convicts and a small contingency of
buonavoglie , free men who out of desperation or poverty had taken to rowing. Historian Peter
Earle has described the two sides of the Christian-Muslim Mediterranean conflict as "mirror
image[s] of maritime predation, two businesslike fleets of plunderers set against each other".
The system has been described as a "massive, multinational protection racket", [34] the
Christian side of which was not ended until in the Napoleonic Wars. The Barbary corsairs were
finally quelled as late as the s, effectively ending the last vestiges of counter-crusading jihad.
Piracy off the Barbary coast was often assisted by competition among European powers in the
17th century. France encouraged the corsairs against Spain, and later Britain and Holland
supported them against France. However, by the second half of the 17th century the greater
European naval powers began to initiate reprisals to intimidate the Barbary States into making
peace with them. The most successful of the Christian states in dealing with the corsair threat
was England. A particular bone of contention was the tendency of foreign ships to pose as
English to avoid attack. However, growing English naval power and increasingly persistent
operations against the corsairs proved increasingly costly for the Barbary States. During the
reign of Charles II a series of English expeditions won victories over raiding squadrons and
mounted attacks on their home ports which permanently ended the Barbary threat to English
shipping. In a bombardment from a Royal Navy squadron led by Sir John Narborough and
further defeats at the hands of a squadron under Arthur Herbert negotiated a lasting peace until
with Tunis and Tripoli. France, which had recently emerged as a leading naval power, achieved
comparable success soon afterwards, with bombardments of Algiers in , and securing a lasting
peace, while Tripoli was similarly coerced in In and the Spaniards also bombarded Algiers in an
effort to stem the piracy. Until the American Declaration of Independence in , British treaties
with the North African states protected American ships from the Barbary corsairs. Morocco ,
which in was the first independent nation to publicly recognize the United States , became in the

first Barbary power to seize an American vessel after independence. While the United States
managed to secure peace treaties, these obliged it to pay tribute for protection from attack.
However, Algiers broke the peace treaty after only two years, and subsequently refused to
implement the treaty until compelled to do so by Britain in In , the sacking of Palma on the
island of Sardinia by a Tunisian squadron, which carried off inhabitants, roused widespread
indignation. Britain had by this time banned the slave trade and was seeking to induce other
countries to do likewise. This led to complaints from states which were still vulnerable to the
corsairs that Britain's enthusiasm for ending the trade in African slaves did not extend to
stopping the enslavement of Europeans and Americans by the Barbary States. In order to
neutralise this objection and further the anti-slavery campaign, in Lord Exmouth was sent to
secure new concessions from Tripoli , Tunis , and Algiers , including a pledge to treat Christian
captives in any future conflict as prisoners of war rather than slaves and the imposition of
peace between Algiers and the kingdoms of Sardinia and Sicily. On his first visit he negotiated
satisfactory treaties and sailed for home. While he was negotiating, a number of Sardinian
fishermen who had settled at Bona on the Tunisian coast were brutally treated without his
knowledge. As Sardinians they were technically under British protection and the government
sent Exmouth back to secure reparation. However, securing uniform compliance with a total
prohibition of slave-raiding, which was traditionally of central importance to the North African
economy, presented difficulties beyond those faced in ending attacks on ships of individual
nations, which had left slavers able to continue their accustomed way of life by preying on less
well-protected peoples. Algiers subsequently renewed its slave-raiding, though on a smaller
scale. Measures to be taken against the city's government were discussed at the Congress of
Aix-la-Chapelle in Corsair activity based in Algiers did not entirely cease until its conquest by
France in In thalassocratic Austronesian cultures in Island Southeast Asia , maritime raids for
slaves and resources against rival polities have ancient origins. It was associated with prestige
and prowess and often recorded in tattoos. Reciprocal raiding traditions were recorded by early
European cultures as being prevalent throughout Island Southeast Asia. With the advent of the
Islam and the colonial era , slaves became a valuable resource for trading with European, Arab,
and Chinese slavers, and the volume of piracy and slave raids increased significantly. Piracy
was also practiced by foreign seafarers on a smaller scale, including Chinese, Japanese, and
European traders, renegades, and outlaws. Slave raids was particularly economically important
to the Muslim Sultanates in the Sulu Sea : the Sultanate of Sulu , the Sultanate of Maguindanao ,
and the Confederation of Sultanates in Lanao the modern Moro people. It is estimated that from
to , around , to , people were enslaved by Iranun and Banguingui slavers. Forsythe put the
estimate much higher, at around 2 million slaves captured within the first two centuries of
Spanish rule of the Philippines after These slaves were taken from piracy on passing ships as
well as coastal raids on settlements as far as the Malacca Strait , Java , the southern coast of
China and the islands beyond the Makassar Strait. There were also occasional European and
Chinese captives who were usually ransomed off through Tausug intermediaries of the Sulu
Sultanate. Slaves were the primary indicators of wealth and status, and they were the source of
labor for the farms, fisheries, and workshops of the sultanates. While personal slaves were
rarely sold, they trafficked extensively in slaves purchased from the Iranun and Banguingui
slave markets. The scale was so massive that the word for "pirate" in Malay became lanun , an
exonym of the Iranun people. The economy of the Sulu sultanates was largely run by slaves and
the slave trade. Male captives of the Iranun and the Banguingui were treated brutally, even
fellow Muslim captives were not spared. They were usually forced to serve as galley slaves on
the lanong and garay warships of their captors. Female captives, however, were usually treated
better. There were no recorded accounts of rapes, though some were starved for discipline.
Within a year of capture, most of the captives of the Iranun and Banguingui would be bartered
off in Jolo usually for rice, opium, bolts of cloth, iron bars, brassware, and weapons. The buyers
were usually Tausug datu from the Sultanate of Sulu who had preferential treatment, but buyers
also included European Dutch and Portuguese and Chinese traders as well as Visayan pirates
renegados. Spanish authorities and native Christian Filipinos responded to the Moro slave raids
by building watchtowers and forts across the Philippine archipelago. Many of which are still
standing today. Some provincial capitals were also moved further inland. Defending ships were
also built by local communities, especially in the Visayas Islands , including the construction of
war " barangayanes " balangay that were faster than the Moro raiders and could give chase. As
resistance against raiders increased, Lanong warships of the Iranun were eventually replaced
by the smaller and faster garay warships of the Banguingui in the early 19th century. The Moro
raids were eventually subdued by several major naval expeditions by the Spanish and local
forces from to , including retaliatory bombardment and capture of Moro settlements. By this
time, the Spanish had also acquired steam gunboats vapor , which could easily overtake and

destroy the native Moro warships. Aside from the Iranun and Banguingui pirates, other polities
were also associated with maritime raiding. The Bugis sailors of South Sulawesi were infamous
as pirates who used to range as far west as Singapore and as far north as the Philippines in
search of targets for piracy. In East Asia by the ninth century, populations centered mostly
around merchant activities in coastal Shandong and Jiangsu provinces. Wealthy benefactors,
including Jang Bogo established Silla Buddhist temples in the region. Jang Bogo had become
incensed at the treatment of his fellow countrymen, who in the unstable milieu of late Tang
often fell victim to coastal pirates or inland bandits. After returning to Silla around , and in
possession of a formidable private fleet headquartered at Cheonghae Wando , Jang Bogo
petitioned the Silla king Heungdeok r. Heungdeok gave Jang an army of 10, men to establish
and man the defensive works. The remnants of Cheonghae Garrison can still be seen on Jang
islet just off Wando's southern coast. Jang's force, though nominally bequeathed by the Silla
king, was effectively under his own control. Jang became arbiter of Yellow Sea commerce and
navigation. From the 13th century, Wokou based in Japan made their debut in East Asia,
initiating invasions that would persist for years. The wokou raids peaked in the s , but by then
the wokou were mostly Chinese smugglers who reacted strongly against the Ming dynasty 's
strict prohibition on private sea trade. During the Qing period, Chinese pirate fleets grew
increasingly large. The effects large-scale piracy had on the Chinese economy were immense.
They preyed voraciously on China's junk trade, which flourished in Fujian and Guangdong and
was a vital artery of Chinese commerce. Pirate fleets exercised hegemony over villages on the
coast, collecting revenue by exacting tribute and running extortion rackets. In , the menacing
Zheng Yi inherited the fleet of his cousin, captain Zheng Qi, whose death provided Zheng Yi
with considerably more influence in the world of piracy. Zheng Yi and his wife, Zheng Yi Sao
who would eventually inherit the leadership of his pirate confederacy then formed a pirate
coalition that, by , consisted of over ten thousand men. Their military might alone was sufficient
to combat the Qing navy. However, a combination of famine, Qing naval opposition, and internal
rifts crippled piracy in China around the s, and it has never again reached the same status.
Major battles were fought such as those at Ty-ho Bay and the Tonkin River though pirate junks
continued operating off China for years more. However, some British and American individual
citizens also volunteered to serve with Chinese pirates to fight against European forces. The
British offered rewards for the capture of westerners serving with Chinese pirates. During the
Second Opium War and the Taiping Rebellion , piratical junks were again destroyed in large
numbers by British naval forces but ultimately it wasn't until the s and s that fleets of pirate
junks ceased to exist. Chinese Pirates also plagued the Tonkin Gulf area. Pirates in the Ming era
tended to come from populations on the geographic periphery of the state. These lower-class
men, and sometimes women, may have fled taxation or conscription by the state in the search
of better opportunities and wealth, and willingly joined local pirate bands. Pirates engaged in a
number of different schemes to make a living. Smuggling and illegal trade overseas were major
sources of revenue for pirate bands, both large and small. This conflict, along with local
merchants in southern China, helped persuade the Ming court to end the haijin ban on private
international trade in Pirates also projected local political authority. In addition to illegal goods,
pirates ostensibly offered security to communities on land in exchange for a tax. Pirates did not
tend to stay pirates permanently. It seems to have been relatively easy both to join and leave a
pirate band, and these raiding groups were more interested in maintaining a willing force. There
appears to have been a hierarchy in most pirate organizations. Pirate leaders could become
very wealthy and powerful, especially when working with the Chinese dynasty, and,
consequently, so could those who served under them. The pirates themselves had some special
privileges under the law when they interacted with communities on land, mostly in the form of
extra allotments of redistributed wealth. Pirates, of course, had to sell their loot. They had
trading relationships with land communities and foreign traders in the southeastern regions of
China. Zhu Wan , who held the office of Grand Coordinator for Coastal Defense, documented
that pirates in the region to which he had been sent had the support of the local elite gentry
class. When Zhu Wan or other officials from the capital attempted to eliminate the pirate
problem, these local elites fought back, having Zhu Wan demoted and eventually even sent
back to Beijing to possibly be executed. In addition to their relationship with the local elite class
on the coast, pirates also had complicated and often friendly relationships and partnerships
with the dynasty itself, as well as with international traders. There were also opportunities for
these pirates to ally themselves with colonial projects from Europe or other overseas powers.
Because pirate organizations could be so powerful locally, the Ming government made
concerted efforts to weaken them. The presence of colonial projects complicated this, however,
as pirates could ally themselves with other maritime powers or local elites to stay in business.
They would be used as coast guards, or sent on recon missions to deal with Arab piracy in the

Arabian Sea. Their function is similar to the 18th century privateers , used by the Royal Navy.
Starting in the 14th century, the Deccan Southern Peninsular region of India was divided into
two entities: on the one side stood the Muslim Bahmani Sultanate and on the other stood the
Hindu kings rallied around the Vijayanagara Empire. Continuous wars demanded frequent
resupplies of fresh horses, which were imported through sea routes from Persia and Africa.
This trade was subjected to frequent raids by thriving bands of pirates based in the coastal
cities of Western India. One of such was Timoji , who operated off Anjadip Island both as a
privateer by seizing horse traders, that he rendered to the raja of Honavar and as a pirate who
attacked the Kerala merchant fleets that traded pepper with Gujarat. During the 16th and 17th
centuries, there was frequent European piracy against Mughal Indian merchants, especially
those en route to Mecca for Hajj. The situation came to a head when the Portuguese attacked
and captured the vessel Rahimi which belonged to Mariam Zamani the Mughal queen, which led
to the Mughal seizure of the Portuguese town Daman. The southern coast of the Persian Gulf
was known to the British from the late 18th century as the Pirate Coast , where control of the
seaways of the Persian Gulf was asserted by the Qawasim Al Qasimi and other local maritime
powers. Memories of the privations carried out on the coast by Portuguese raiders under
Albuquerque were long and local powers antipathetic as a consequence to Christian powers
asserting dominance of their coastal waters. This was cemented by the Treaty of Maritime
Peace in Perpetuity in , resulting in the British label for the area, 'Pirate Coast' being softened to
the 'Trucial Coast', with several emirates being recognised by the British as Trucial States. At
one point, there were nearly 1, pirates located in Madagascar. The most famous pirate utopia is
that of the probably fictional Captain Misson and his pirate crew, who allegedly founded the free
colony of Libertatia in northern Madagascar in the late 17th century, until it was destroyed in a
surprise attack by the island natives in The classic era of piracy in the Caribbean lasted from
circa until the mids. This involved considerable seaborne trade, and a general economic
improvement: there was money to be madeâ€”or stolenâ€”and much of it traveled by ship.
French buccaneers were established on northern Hispaniola as early as , [82] but lived at first
mostly as hunters rather than robbers; their transition to full-time piracy was gradual and
motivated in part by Spanish efforts to wipe out both the buccaneers and the prey animals on
which they depended. The buccaneers' migration from Hispaniola's mainland to the more
defensible offshore island of Tortuga limited their resources and accelerated their piratical
raids. According to Alexandre Exquemelin , a buccaneer and historian who remains a major
source on this period, the Tortuga buccaneer Pierre Le Grand pioneered the settlers' attacks on
galleons making the return voyage to Spain. The growth of buccaneering on Tortuga was
augmented by the English capture of Jamaica from Spain in The early English governors of
Jamaica freely granted letters of marque to Tortuga buccaneers and to their own countrymen,
while the growth of Port Royal provided these raiders with a far more profitable and enjoyable
place to sell their booty. In the s, the new French governor of Tortuga, Bertrand d'Ogeron,
similarly provided privateering commissions both to his own colonists and to English
cutthroats from Port Royal. These conditions brought Caribbean buccaneering to its zenith. A
new phase of piracy began in the s as English pirates began to look beyond the Caribbean for
treasure. The fall of Britain's Stuart kings had restored the traditional enmity between Britain
and France, thus ending the profitable collaboration between English Jamaica and French
Tortuga. The devastation of Port Royal by an earthquake in further reduced the Caribbean's
attractions by destroying the pirates' chief market for fenced plunder. At the same time,
England's less favored colonies, including Bermuda , New York , and Rhode Island , had
become cash-starved by the Navigation Acts , which restricted trade with foreign ships.
Merchants and governors eager for coin were willing to overlook and even underwrite pirate
voyages; one colonial official defended a pirate because he thought it "very harsh to hang
people that brings in gold to these provinces. India's economic output was large during this
time, especially in high-value luxury goods like silk and calico which made ideal pirate booty;
[87] at the same time, no powerful navies plied the Indian Ocean, leaving both local shipping
and the various East India companies' vessels vulnerable to attack. Between and , a succession
of peace treaties was signed which ended the War of the Spanish Succession. With the end of
this conflict, thousands of seamen, including Britain's paramilitary privateers, were relieved of
military duty. The result was a large number of trained, idle sailors at a time when the
cross-Atlantic colonial shipping trade was beginning to boom. In addition, Europeans who had
been pushed by unemployment to become sailors and soldiers involved in slaving were often
enthusiastic to abandon that profession and turn to pirating, giving pirate captains for many
years a constant pool of trained European recruits to be found in west African waters and
coasts. In , pirates launched a major raid on Spanish divers trying to recover gold from a
sunken treasure galleon near Florida. The nucleus of the pirate force was a group of English

ex-privateers, all of whom would soon be enshrined in infamy: Henry Jennings , Charles Vane ,
Samuel Bellamy , and Edward England. The attack was successful, but contrary to their
expectations, the governor of Jamaica refused to allow Jennings and their cohorts to spend
their loot on his island. With Kingston and the declining Port Royal closed to them, Jennings
and his comrades founded a new pirate base at Nassau , on the island of New Providence in the
Bahamas, which had been abandoned during the war. Until the arrival of governor Woodes
Rogers three years later, Nassau would be home for these pirates and their many recruits.
Shipping traffic between Africa, the Caribbean, and Europe began to soar in the 18th century, a
model that was known as triangular trade , and was a rich target for piracy. Trade ships sailed
from Europe to the African coast, trading manufactured goods and weapons in exchange for
slaves. The traders would then sail to the Caribbean to sell the slaves, and return to Europe with
goods such as sugar, tobacco and cocoa. Another triangular trade saw ships carry raw
materials, preserved cod, and rum to Europe, where a portion of the cargo would be sold for
manufactured goods, which along with the remainder of the original load were transported to
the Caribbean, where they were exchanged for sugar and molasses, which with some
manufactured articles were borne to New England. Ships in the triangular trade made money at
each stop. As part of the peace settlement of the War of the Spanish succession , Britain
obtained the asiento , a Spanish government contract, to supply slaves to Spain's new world
colonies, providing British traders and smugglers more access to the traditionally closed
Spanish markets in America. This arrangement also contributed heavily to the spread of piracy
across the western Atlantic at this time. Shipping to the colonies boomed simultaneously with
the flood of skilled mariners after the war. Merchant shippers used the surplus of sailors' labor
to drive wages down, cutting corners to maximize their profits, and creating unsavory
conditions aboard their vessels. Merchant sailors suffered from mortality rates as high or higher
than the slaves being transported Rediker, Living conditions were so poor that many sailors
began to prefer a freer existence as a pirate. The increased volume of shipping traffic also could
sustain a large body of brigands preying upon it. Most of these pirates were eventually hunted
down by the Royal Navy and killed or captured; several battles were fought between the
brigands and the colonial powers on both land and sea. Piracy in the Caribbean declined for the
next several decades after , but by the s many pirates roamed the waters though they were not
as bold or successful as their predecessors. The most successful pirates of the era were Jean
Lafitte and Roberto Cofresi. Lafitte is considered by many to be the last buccaneer due to his
army of pirates and fleet of pirate ships which held bases in and around the Gulf of Mexico.
Lafitte and his men participated in the War of battle of New Orleans. Cofresi's base was in Mona
Island , Puerto Rico, from where he disrupted the commerce throughout the region. He became
the last major target of the international anti-piracy operations. The elimination of piracy from
European waters expanded to the Caribbean in the 18th century, West Africa and North America
by the s and by the s even the Indian Ocean was a difficult location for pirates to operate.
England began to strongly turn against piracy at the turn of the 18th century, as it was
increasingly damaging to the country's economic and commercial prospects in the region. The
Piracy Act of for the "more effectual suppression of Piracy" [90] made it easier to capture, try
and convict pirates by lawfully enabling acts of piracy to be "examined, inquired of, tried, heard
and determined, and adjudged in any place at sea, or upon the land, in any of his Majesty's
islands, plantations, colonies, dominions, forts, or factories. Commissioners of these
vice-admiralty courts were also vested with "full power and authority" to issue warrants,
summon the necessary witnesses, and "to do all thing necessary for the hearing and final
determination of any case of piracy, robbery, or felony. Piracy saw a brief resurgence between
the end of the War of the Spanish Succession in and around , as many unemployed seafarers
took to piracy as a way to make ends meet when a surplus of sailors after the war led to a
decline in wages and working conditions. At the same time, one of the terms of the Treaty of
Utrecht that ended the war gave to Great Britain's Royal African Company and other British
slavers a thirty-year asiento, or contract, to furnish African slaves to the Spanish colonies,
providing British merchants and smugglers potential inroads into the traditionally closed
Spanish markets in America and leading to an economic revival for the whole region. This
revived Caribbean trade provided rich new pickings for a wave of piracy. Also contributing to
the increase of Caribbean piracy at this time was Spain's breakup of the English logwood
settlement at Campeche and the attractions of a freshly sunken silver fleet off the southern
Bahamas in Fears over the rising levels of crime and piracy, political discontent, concern over
crowd behaviour at public punishments, and an increased determination by parliament to
suppress piracy, resulted in the Piracy Act of and of These established a seven-year penal
transportation to North America as a possible punishment for those convicted of lesser
felonies, or as a possible sentence that capital punishment might be commuted to by royal

pardon. After , piracy in the classic sense became extremely rare as increasingly effective
anti-piracy measures were taken by the Royal Navy making it impossible for any pirate to
pursue an effective career for long. By , the British Royal Navy had approximately vessels and
by ; a big increase from the two vessels England had possessed in Many pirates did not
surrender and were killed at the point of capture; notorious pirate Edward Teach, or
"Blackbeard", was hunted down by Lieutenant Robert Maynard at Ocracoke Inlet off the coast of
North Carolina on November 22, and killed. His flagship was a captured French slave ship
known originally as "La Concorde", he renamed the frigate Queen Anne's Revenge. Roberts'
death shocked the pirate world, as well as the Royal Navy. The local merchants and civilians
had thought him invincible, and some considered him a hero. Also crucial to the end of this era
of piracy was the loss of the pirates' last Caribbean safe haven at Nassau. In the early 19th
century, piracy along the East and Gulf Coasts of North America as well as in the Caribbean
increased again. Jean Lafitte was just one of hundreds of pirates operating in American and
Caribbean waters between the years of and After fleeing for hours, he was ambushed and
captured inland. The United States landed shore parties on several islands in the Caribbean in
pursuit of pirates; Cuba was a major haven. By the s piracy had died out again, and the navies
of the region focused on the slave trade. About the time of the Mexicanâ€”American War in , the
United States Navy had grown strong and numerous enough to eliminate the pirate threat in the
West Indies. By the s, ships had begun to convert to steam propulsion, so the Age of Sail and
the classical idea of pirates in the Caribbean ended. Privateering, similar to piracy, continued as
an asset in war for a few more decades and proved to be of some importance during the naval
campaigns of the American Civil War. Privateering would remain a tool of European states until
the midth century's Declaration of Paris. But letters of marque were given out much more
sparingly by governments and were terminated as soon as conflicts ended. The idea of "no
peace beyond the Line" was a relic that had no meaning by the more settled late 18th and early
19th centuries. Due to the strategic situation of this Spanish archipelago as a crossroads of
maritime routes and commercial bridge between Europe , Africa and America , [93] this was one
of the places on the planet with the greatest pirate presence. In the Canary Islands , the
following stand out: the attacks and continuous looting of Berber , English , French and Dutch
corsairs sometimes successful and often a failure; [93] and on the other hand, the presence of
pirates and corsairs from this archipelago, who made their incursions into the Caribbean. Piracy
on the east coast of North America first became common in the early seventeenth century, as
English privateers discharged after the end of the Anglo-Spanish War turned to piracy. River
piracy , in late 18th-midth century America, was primarily concentrated along the Ohio River and
Mississippi River valleys. In , at Tower Rock , the U. Army dragoons , possibly, from the frontier
army post up river at Fort Kaskaskia , on the Illinois side opposite St. Louis, raided and drove
out the river pirates. Stack Island was also associated with river pirates and counterfeiters in
the late s. In , the last major river pirate activity took place, on the Upper Mississippi River, and
river piracy in this area came to an abrupt end, when a group of flatboatmen raided the island,
wiping out the river pirates. From to , Cave-In-Rock was the principal outlaw lair and
headquarters of river pirate activity in the Ohio River region, from which Samuel Mason led a
gang of river pirates on the Ohio River. River piracy continued on the lower Mississippi River,
from the early s to the mids, declining as a result of direct military action and local law
enforcement and regulator-vigilante groups that uprooted and swept out pockets of outlaw
resistance. Pirates had a system of hierarchy on board their ships determining how captured
money was distributed. However, pirates were more egalitarian than any other area of
employment at the time. In fact, pirate quartermasters were a counterbalance to the captain and
had the power to veto his orders. The majority of plunder was in the form of cargo and ship's
equipment, with medicines the most highly prized. Jewels were common plunder but not
popular, as they were hard to sell, and pirates, unlike the public of today, had little concept of
their value. There is one case recorded where a pirate was given a large diamond worth a great
deal more than the value of the handful of small diamonds given to his crewmates as a share.
He felt cheated and had it broken up to match what they received. Spanish pieces of eight
minted in Mexico or Seville were the standard trade currency in the American colonies.
However, every colony still used the monetary units of pounds, shillings, and pence for
bookkeeping while Spanish, German, French, and Portuguese money were all standard
mediums of exchange as British law prohibited the export of British silver coinage. Until the
exchange rates were standardised in the late 18th century each colony legislated its own
different exchange rates. In England, 1 piece of eight was worth 4s 3d while it was worth 8s in
New York, 7s 6d in Pennsylvania and 6s 8d in Virginia. As such, the value of pirate plunder
could vary considerably, depending on who recorded it and where. Ordinary seamen received a
part of the plunder at the captain's discretion but usually a single share. It is known there were

actions with multiple ships captured where a single share was worth almost double this. By
contrast, an ordinary seamen in the Royal Navy received 19s per month to be paid in a lump
sum at the end of a tour of duty, which was around half the rate paid in the Merchant Navy.
However, corrupt officers would often "tax" their crews' wage to supplement their own, and the
Royal Navy of the day was infamous for its reluctance to pay. From this wage, 6d per month was
deducted for the maintenance of Greenwich Hospital , with similar amounts deducted for the
Chatham Chest , the chaplain and surgeon. Six months' pay was withheld to discourage
desertion. That this was insufficient incentive is revealed in a report on proposed changes to
the RN Admiral Nelson wrote in ; he noted that since more than 42, sailors had deserted.
Roughly half of all RN crews were pressganged and these not only received lower wages than
volunteers but were shackled while the vessel was docked and were never permitted to go
ashore until released from service. Although the Royal Navy suffered from many morale issues,
it answered the question of prize money via the 'Cruizers and Convoys' Act of which handed
over the share previously gained by the Crown to the captors of the ship. Technically it was still
possible for the Crown to get the money or a portion of it but this rarely happened. The process
of condemnation of a captured vessel and its cargo and men was given to the High Court of the
Admiralty and this was the process which remained in force with minor changes throughout the
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. Even the flag officer's share was not quite straightforward;
he would only get the full one-eighth if he had no junior flag officer beneath him. If this was the
case then he would get a third share. If he had more than one then he would take one half while
the rest was shared out equally. There was a great deal of money to be made in this way. The
record breaker was the capture of the Spanish frigate Hermione , which was carrying treasure in
All through the wars there are examples of this kind of luck falling on captains. Another famous
'capture' was that of the Spanish frigates Thetis and Santa Brigada , which were loaded with
gold specie. It should also be noted that it was usually only the frigates which took prizes; the
ships of the line were far too ponderous to be able to chase and capture the smaller ships which
generally carried treasure. Nelson always bemoaned that he had done badly out of prize money
and even as a flag officer received little. This was not that he had a bad command of captains
but rather that British mastery of the seas was so complete that few enemy ships dared to sail.
Even though pirates raided many ships, few, if any, buried their treasure. Often, the "treasure"
that was stolen was food, water, alcohol, weapons, or clothing. Other things they stole were
household items like bits of soap and gear like rope and anchors, or sometimes they would
keep the ship they captured either to sell off or keep because it was better than their ship. Such
items were likely to be needed immediately, rather than saved for future trade. For this reason,
there was no need for the pirates to bury these goods. Pirates tended to kill few people aboard
the ships they captured; usually they would kill no one if the ship surrendered, because if it
became known that pirates took no prisoners, their victims would fight to the last breath and
make victory both very difficult and costly in lives. In contrast, ships would quickly surrender if
they knew they would be spared. In one well-documented case heavily armed soldiers on a ship
attacked by Thomas Tew surrendered after a brief battle with none of Tew's man crew being
injured. During the 17th and 18th centuries, once pirates were caught, justice was meted out in
a summary fashion, and many ended their lives by "dancing the hempen jig", a euphemism for
hanging. Public execution was a form of entertainment at the time, and people came out to
watch them as they would to a sporting event today. Newspapers reported details such as
condemned men's last words, the prayers said by the priests, and descriptions of their final
moments in the gallows. In the cases of more famous prisoners, usually captains, their
punishments extended beyond death. Their bodies were enclosed in iron cages gibbet for which
they were measured before their execution and left to swing in the air until the flesh rotted off
them- a process that could take as long as two years. While piracy was predominantly a male
occupation throughout history, a minority of pirates were female. Additionally, women were
often regarded as bad luck among pirates. It was feared that the male members of the crew
would argue and fight over the women. On many ships, women as well as young boys were
prohibited by the ship's contract , which all crew members were required to sign. Because of
the resistance to allowing women on board, many female pirates did not identify themselves as
such. Anne Bonny, for example, dressed and acted as a man while on Captain Calico Jack's
ship. Unlike traditional Western societies of the time, many Caribbean pirate crews of European
descent operated as limited democracies. Pirate communities were some of the first to instate a
system of checks and balances similar to the one used by the present-day United States and
many other countries. The first record of such a government aboard a pirate sloop dates to the
17th century. To date, the following identifiable pirate shipwrecks have been discovered:. A
privateer or corsair used similar methods to a pirate, but acted under orders of the state while in
possession of a commission or letter of marque and reprisal from a government or monarch

authorizing the capture of merchant ships belonging to an enemy nation. For example, the
United States Constitution of specifically authorized Congress to issue letters of marque and
reprisal. The letter of marque and reprisal was recognized by international convention and
meant that a privateer could not technically be charged with piracy while attacking the targets
named in his commission. This nicety of law did not always save the individuals concerned,
however, since whether one was considered a pirate or a legally operating privateer often
depended on whose custody the individual found himself inâ€”that of the country that had
issued the commission, or that of the object of attack. Spanish authorities were known to
execute foreign privateers with their letters of marque hung around their necks to emphasize
Spain's rejection of such defenses. Furthermore, many privateers exceeded the bounds of their
letters of marque by attacking nations with which their sovereign was at peace Thomas Tew and
William Kidd are notable alleged examples , and thus made themselves liable to conviction for
piracy. However, a letter of marque did provide some cover for such pirates, as plunder seized
from neutral or friendly shipping could be passed off later as taken from enemy merchants. The
famous Barbary Corsairs of the Mediterranean, authorized by the Ottoman Empire, were
privateers, as were the Maltese Corsairs, who were authorized by the Knights of St. John , and
the Dunkirkers in the service of the Spanish Empire. In the years â€” alone, the Dunkirk
privateers captured 1, ships, and sank another His patron was Queen Elizabeth I, and their
relationship ultimately proved to be quite profitable for England. Privateers constituted a large
proportion of the total military force at sea during the 17th and 18th centuries. During the Nine
Years War , the French adopted a policy of strongly encouraging privateers French corsairs ,
including the famous Jean Bart , to attack English and Dutch shipping. England lost roughly 4,
merchant ships during the war. During King George's War , approximately 36, Americans served
aboard privateers at one time or another. Privateering lost international sanction under the
Declaration of Paris in A wartime activity similar to piracy involves disguised warships called
commerce raiders or merchant raiders , which attack enemy shipping commerce, approaching
by stealth and then opening fire. Commerce raiders operated successfully during the American
Revolution. Since commissioned naval vessels were openly used, these commerce raiders
should not be considered even privateers, much less piratesâ€”although the opposing
combatants were vocal in denouncing them as such. In the Gulf of Guinea, maritime piracy has
also led to pressure on offshore oil and gas production, providing security for offshore
installations and supply vessels is often paid for by oil companies rather than the respective
governments. In , Brazil also created an anti-piracy unit on the Amazon River. River piracy
happens in Europe, with vessels suffering from pirate attacks on the Serbian and Romanian
stretches of the international Danube river , i. Modern pirates favor small boats and taking
advantage of the small number of crew members on modern cargo vessels. Modern pirates can
be successful because a large amount of international commerce occurs via shipping. Major
shipping routes take cargo ships through narrow bodies of water such as the Gulf of Aden and
the Strait of Malacca making them vulnerable to be overtaken and boarded by small motorboats.
As usage increases, many of these ships have to lower cruising speeds to allow for navigation
and traffic control, making them prime targets for piracy. Also, pirates often operate in regions
of poor developing or struggling countries with small or nonexistent navies and large trade
routes. Pirates sometimes evade capture by sailing into waters controlled by their pursuer's
enemies. With the end of the Cold War , navies have decreased in size and patrol less
frequently, while trade has increased, making organized piracy far easier. Modern pirates are
sometimes linked with organized-crime syndicates, but often are small individual groups. Their
records indicate hostage-taking overwhelmingly dominates the types of violence against
seafarers. For example, in , there were attacks, 77 crew members were kidnapped and taken
hostage but only 15 of the pirate attacks resulted in murder. There was a 35 percent increase on
reported attacks involving guns. Crew members that were injured numbered 64 compared to
just 17 in The number of attacks from January to September had surpassed the previous year's
total due to the increased pirate attacks in the Gulf of Aden and off Somalia. Between January
and September the number of attacks rose to from The pirates boarded the vessels in cases and
hijacked 34 of them so far in Gun use in pirate attacks has gone up to cases from 76 last year.
Rather than cargo, modern pirates have targeted the personal belongings of the crew and the
contents of the ship's safe, which potentially contains large amounts of cash needed for payroll
and port fees. In other cases, the pirates force the crew off the ship and then sail it to a port to
be repainted and given a new identity through false papers purchased from corrupt or complicit
officials. Modern piracy can also take place in conditions of political unrest. For example,
following the U. Further, following the disintegration of the government of Somalia, warlords in
the region have attacked ships delivering UN food aid. The attack against the German-built
cruise ship the Seabourn Spirit offshore of Somalia in November is an example of the

sophisticated pirates mariners face. The attackers were armed with automatic firearms and an
RPG. Backers were now reportedly reluctant to finance pirate expeditions due to the low rate of
success, and pirates were no longer able to reimburse their creditors. Many nations forbid ships
to enter their territorial waters or ports if the crew of the ships are armed, in an effort to restrict
possible piracy. For the United States, piracy is one of the offenses against which Congress is
delegated power to enact penal legislation by the Constitution of the United States , along with
treason and offenses against the law of nations. In modern times, ships and airplanes are
hijacked for political reasons as well. The perpetrators of these acts could be described as
pirates for instance, the French term for plane hijacker is pirate de l'air , literally air pirate , but
in English are usually termed hijackers. An example is the hijacking of the Italian civilian
passenger ship Achille Lauro by the Palestinian Liberation Organization in , which is regarded
as an act of piracy. A book entitled International Legal Dimension of Terrorism called the
attackers "terrorists". Modern pirates also use a great deal of technology. It has been reported
that crimes of piracy have involved the use of mobile phones , satellite phones , GPS , machetes
, AK74 rifles, Sonar systems, modern speedboats , shotguns , pistols , mounted machine guns ,
and even RPGs and grenade launchers. The Americas and Africa have been identified by the
International Chamber of Commerce as the most vulnerable to piracy as a result of less-wealthy
governments in the regions being unable to adequately combat piracy. Under a principle of
international law known as the "universality principle", a government may "exercise jurisdiction
over conduct outside its territory if that conduct is universally dangerous to states and their
nationals. The goal of maritime security operations is "actively to deter, disrupt and suppress
piracy in order to protect global maritime security and secure freedom of navigation for the
benefit of all nations", [] and pirates are often detained, interrogated, disarmed, and released.
With millions of dollars at stake, pirates have little incentive to stop. In Finland, one case
involved pirates who had been captured and whose boat was sunk. As the pirates attacked a
vessel of Singapore, not Finland, and are not themselves EU or Finnish citizens, they were not
prosecuted. A further complication in many cases, including this one, is that many countries do
not allow extradition of people to jurisdictions where they may be sentenced to death or torture.
The Dutch are using a 17th-century law against sea robbery to prosecute. Prosecutors have a
hard time assembling witnesses and finding translators, and countries are reluctant to imprison
pirates because the countries would be saddled with the pirates upon their release. George
Mason University professor Peter Leeson has suggested that the international community
appropriate Somali territorial waters and sell them, together with the international portion of the
Gulf of Aden, to a private company which would then provide security from piracy in exchange
for charging tolls to world shipping through the Gulf. The fourth volume of the handbook: Best
Management Practices to Deter Piracy off the Coast of Somalia and in the Arabian Sea Area
known as BMP4 [] is the current authoritative guide for merchant ships on self-defense against
pirates. BMP4 contains a chapter entitled "Self-Protective Measures" which lays out a list of
steps a merchant vessel can take on its own to make itself less of a target to pirates and make it
better able to repel an attack if one occurs. This list includes rigging the deck of the ship with
razor wire , rigging fire-hoses to spray sea-water over the side of the ship to hinder boardings ,
having a distinctive pirate alarm, hardening the bridge against gunfire and creating a " citadel "
where the crew can retreat in the event pirates get on board. Other unofficial self-defense
measures that can be found on merchant vessels include the setting up of mannequins posing
as armed guards or firing flares at the pirates. Though it varies by country, generally peacetime
law in the 20th and 21st centuries has not allowed merchant vessels to carry weapons. As a
response to the rise in modern piracy, however, the U. The US Coastguard leaves it to ship
owners' discretion to determine if those guards will be armed. Seychelles has become a central
location for international anti-piracy operations, hosting the Anti-Piracy Operation Center for the
Indian Ocean. With safety trials complete in the late s, laser dazzlers have been developed for
defensive purposes on super-yachts. In February , Italian Marines based on the tanker Enrica
Lexie allegedly fired on an Indian fishing trawler off Kerala , killing two of her eleven crew. The
Marines allegedly mistook the fishing vessel as a pirate vessel. The incident sparked a
diplomatic row between India and Italy. Enrica Lexie was ordered into Kochi where her crew
were questioned by officers of the Indian Police. However, despite VPD deployment being
controversial because of these incidents, according to the Associated Press , [] during a United
Nations Security Council conference about piracy "U. Ambassador Susan Rice told the council
that no ship carrying armed guards has been successfully attacked by pirates" and "French
Ambassador Gerard Araud stressed that private guards do not have the deterrent effect that
government-posted marine and sailors and naval patrols have in warding off attacks". First and
foremost, the best protection against pirates is simply to avoid encountering them. This can be
accomplished by using tools such as radar , [] or by using specialised systems that use shorter

wavelengths as small boats are not always picked up by radar. An example of a specialised
system is WatchStander. In addition, while the non-wartime 20th century tradition has been for
merchant vessels not to be armed, the U. Government has recently changed the rules so that it
is now "best practice" for vessels to embark a team of armed private security guards. Other
measures vessels can take to protect themselves against piracy are air-pressurised boat
stopping systems which can fire a variety of vessel-disabling projectiles, [] implementing a high
freewall [] and vessel boarding protection systems e. Any unexpected change in this
information can attract attention. Previously this data could only be picked up if there was a
nearby ship, thus rendering single ships vulnerable. However, special satellites have been
launched recently that are now able to detect and retransmit this data. Large ships cannot
therefore be hijacked without being detected. This can act as a deterrent to attempts to either
hijack the entire ship or steal large portions of cargo with another ship since an escort can be
sent more quickly than might otherwise have been the case. In an emergency warships can be
called upon. In some areas such as near Somalia, patrolling naval vessels from different nations
are available to intercept vessels attacking merchant vessels. For patrolling dangerous coastal
waters, or keeping cost down, robotic or remote-controlled USVs are also sometimes used.
Section 2 of the Piracy Act creates a statutory offence of aggravated piracy. See also the Piracy
Act In the British Foreign Office advised the Royal Navy not to detain pirates of certain
nationalities as they might be able to claim asylum in Britain under British human rights
legislation , if their national laws included execution, or mutilation as a judicial punishment for
crimes committed as pirates. These provisions replace the Schedule to the Tokyo Convention
Act See section 5 of the Aviation Security Act The book " Archbold " said that in a case that
does not fall within section 2 of the Piracy Act , the penalty appears to be determined by the
Offences at Sea Act , which provides that offences committed at sea are liable to the same
penalty as if they had been committed upon the shore. William Hawkins said that under
common law , piracy by a subject was esteemed to be petty treason. The Treason Act provided
that this was not petty treason. In English admiralty law , piracy was classified as petty treason
during the medieval period, and offenders were accordingly liable to be hanged, drawn and
quartered on conviction. In either case, piracy cases were cognizable in the courts of the Lord
High Admiral. English judges in admiralty courts and vice admiralty courts emphasized that
"neither Faith nor Oath is to be kept" with pirates; i. Pirates were legally subject to summary
execution by their captors if captured in battle. In practice, instances of summary justice and
annulment of oaths and contracts involving pirates do not appear to have been common. In the
United States, criminal prosecution of piracy is authorized in the U. Constitution, Art. I Sec.
Whoever, on the high seas, commits the crime of piracy as defined by the law of nations, and is
afterwards brought into or found in the United States, shall be imprisoned for life. Smith , [] a U.
District Court ruled in in the case of United States v. Said that the definition of piracy under
section is confined to "robbery at sea. The U. District Court for the E. United States v. Said, F.
See also United States v. Dire, F. Said, 3 F. Court, ED Virginia During the 18th century, the
British and the Dutch controlled opposite sides of the Straits of Malacca. The British and the
Dutch drew a line separating the Straits into two halves. The agreement was that each party
would be responsible for combating piracy in their respective half. Eventually this line became
the border between Malaysia and Indonesia in the Straits. Piracy is of note in international law
as it is commonly held to represent the earliest invocation of the concept of universal
jurisdiction. The crime of piracy is considered a breach of jus cogens , a conventional
peremptory international norm that states must uphold. Those committing thefts on the high
seas, inhibiting trade, and endangering maritime communication are considered by sovereign
states to be hostis humani generis enemies of humanity. Because of universal jurisdiction,
action can be taken against pirates without objection from the flag state of the pirate vessel.
This represents an exception to the principle extra territorium jus dicenti impune non paretur
"One who exercises jurisdiction out of his territory is not obeyed with impunity". The acts of
piracy, as defined in article , committed by a warship, government ship or government aircraft
whose crew has mutinied and taken control of the ship or aircraft are assimilated to acts
committed by a private ship or aircraft. A ship or aircraft is considered a pirate ship or aircraft if
it is intended by the persons in dominant control to be used for the purpose of committing one
of the acts referred to in article The same applies if the ship or aircraft has been used to commit
any such act, so long as it remains under the control of the persons guilty of that act. This
definition was formerly contained in articles 15 to 17 of the Convention on the High Seas signed
at Geneva on April 29, A limitation of article above is that it confines piracy to the High Seas. As
the majority of piratical acts occur within territorial waters, some pirates are able to go free as
certain jurisdictions lack the resources to monitor their borders adequately. Given the diverging
definitions of piracy in international and municipal legal systems, some authors argue that

greater uniformity in the law is required in order to strengthen anti-piracy legal instruments.
Pirates are a frequent topic in fiction and, in their Caribbean incarnation, are associated with
certain stereotypical manners of speaking and dress, some of them wholly fictional: "nearly all
our notions of their behavior come from the golden age of fictional piracy, which reached its
zenith in with the appearance of Robert Louis Stevenson 's Treasure Island. Some inventions of
pirate culture such as " walking the plank "â€”in which a bound captive is forced to walk off a
board extending over the seaâ€”were popularized by J. Barrie 's novel, Peter Pan , where the
fictional pirate Captain Hook and his crew helped define the fictional pirate archetype. Many
sports teams use "pirate" or a related term such as " raider " or "buccaneer" as their nickname,
based on the popular stereotypes of pirates. Such teams include the Pittsburgh Pirates , a Major
League Baseball team in Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania: they acquired their nickname in after
"pirating" a player from another team. Sources on the economics of piracy include Cyrus
Karraker's study Piracy was a Business , [] in which the author discusses pirates in terms of
contemporary racketeering. Some research examines the links between piracy and
entrepreneurship. In this context, researchers take a nonmoral approach to piracy as a source
of inspiration for s-era entrepreneurship education [] and to research in entrepreneurship [] and
in business-model generation. In this respect, analysis of piracy operations may distinguish
between planned organised and opportunistic piracy. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Whaler specifies Blue Sea Systems battery management and circuit protection products aboard
their award-winning boats, including the Outrage. Emergency Vehicles Municipalities around
the country use Blue Sea Systems products as a full electrical system solution for their fleet of
emergency response vehicles. The gasket creates a waterproof seal on the unit face. Automatic
AC disconnect ejects power cords upon ignition to prevent damage. Designed specifically for
emergency vehicle use. Emergency Vehicles. Specialty Vehicles. Installation Gallery View
original equipment installations on boats, vehicles, and renewable energy platforms. System
Diagrams View commonly used system diagrams for electrical system projects. Technical
Support Browse support documentation and find answers to your questions. Blue Sea Systems
designs and manufactures AC and DC electrical products engineered to withstand the
demanding applications in Marine and Specialized Vehicle electrical systems. Phone: You have
JavaScript disabled. Many features of the site will not function until JavaScript is enabled. You
have cookies disabled. Many features of the site will not function until cookies are enabled. You
are using an outdated browser. Posted by Spa Guy Dave on 1st Jan Many people make the
mistake of calling their Electrician first and costing them a wasted service call fee. With a bad
Element, the breaker will usually trip very quickly, in many cases instantly. After attempting to
turn on the breaker a few times, with it tripping each time. You can eliminate the Heater as the
cause or confirm it is the culprit, with just a few steps. First: Turn the Breaker off and test with a
meter to be sure you have no power coming to the spa. Third: Once the heater is disconnected,
Turn the power breaker back on. If the breaker stays on and the spa starts up, you have
confirmed the heater as the source of the problem. Your next step is to decide whether you
would prefer purchasing the complete Heater Assembly with Stainless Tube or just the correct

eater Element. Every spa is different, so there is not always a one size fits all answer. Check out
the Ellements and Heater Assemblies here at Spa Parts Guy and compare, look for suggestion
tips or contact us with your questions. We are happy to help you. Copyright Spa Parts Guy. All
Rights Reserved. All prices are in USD. Compare Now. Please wait Sign in or Create an account.
Currency Displayed in. Wish Lists. View Cart 0. Toggle Top Menu. Search Search. Main
Navigation. Soon you will be back in Hot Water! How to avoid frozen spa pipes. Spa Parts Guy
Can Help. Products On Sale. Add to Compare. Add to Wishlist. Add To Cart. Great News. Back
in â€¦ Baby it's cold outside Hi Everyone,If you are like me, you are experiencing near zero
temperatures. If you are not sure how to identify what part you need, use our Contact Us Page
â€¦. Accept Credit Cards. Selected For Comparision Compare Now. This circuit breaker is
ignition protected, so it is safe UV resistant material resists discoloration and Features:
Specially manufactured by Carling Technologies for Made to be durable, this rocker switch
holds up to thermoshock, moisture, vibration, salt spray and shock. Toggle bat features a
lighted tip which illuminates white in Simple push-in installation mounts in any thickness
material Useful as general indicator and alarm Sea Dog Toggle Switch Sea Dog Toggle Switch is
made from durable stamped brass, injection molded nylon, and polycarbonate to hold up in
marine environments. Features a locking ring with lever seal and protruding cap nut. Rated 15
Amps at 12 Volts DC Blue Sea's versatile case design allows for multiple mounting options:
rear, front, or surface. This battery switch has a Easy to Rated IP67 temporary immersion for 30
minutes. Replaces dress nut for mounting on WeatherDeck This fuse holder is used to provide
over-current protection to help safeguard wiring in electrical circuits When in the on position
the switch lights up red. Operates on 15 Amps at 12 Volts DC. Made from injected molded nylon
and Made from injected molded nylon and stamped brass with silver tin oxide contacts allowing
this rocker switch to hold up to harsh Blue Sea Systems e-Series Battery Switch Selector- 4
Position Features: Make-before-break contact design allows switching between battery banks
without power interruption Ignition protected - safe for installation aboard gasoline powered
boats Case Sea Dog Resettable Circuit Breakers Sea Dog resettable inline circuit breakers with
manual reset button are for use with higher amperage accessories. Ignition protected, these
breakers are safe to install aboard gasoline powered boats. Constructed of These toggle circuit
breakers combine switching and circuit protection Regardless of the age of your boat, electrical
switches wear out from use, while many upgrades require additional power necessitating an
electrical panel upgrade as well. When you need replacement marine electrical switches or a
new marine switch panel, come to us. For the best quality electrical parts, speak with one of our
representatives. Wholesale Marine has a broad selection of on and off shore power components
including:. Many boating accessories have marine electrical switches which are in constant use.
These specialized switches are designed to cut-off power to the battery. This will not only
prevent unauthorized use of your craft, but also prevent wasteful battery consumption when
your boat is in dry dock or not in use for long periods. These switches are also intended for use
in vehicles as well as boats and RVs. Wholesale Marine additionally offers a wide selection of
in-stock electrical box and components. Call today! Oops, something went wrong. Please try
again. Boat Battery Switches. Boat Fuses. Marine Busbars. Marine Circuit Breakers. Marine
Fuse Blocks. Marine Ignition Switches. Marine Rocker Switches. Marine Toggle Switches.
Switch Panels. Quick view. List Price:. Quick view Add to Cart. Water Resistant Fuse Holder.
Sea Dog Toggle Switch. Sea Dog Lighted Rocker Switch. Sea Dog Resettable Circuit Breakers.
Marine Switches and Panels Regardless of the age of your boat, electrical switches wear out
from use, while many upgrades require additional power necessitating an electrical panel
upgrade as well. Battery Switches These specialized switches are designed to cut-off power to
the battery. Email Address:. Register Forgot your password? Simple push-in installation
mounts in any thickness material Useful as general indicator and alarm These labels are made
with a reinforced, waterproof material. Made from stamped anodized corrosion resistant
aluminum to hold up in marine environments. Blue Sea Contura Mounting Bracket - Single
Features: Modular design permits easy assembly in groups of varying sizes Mounting panels
available in 1, 3, and 6 fixed position models Designed for mounting in 6 different panel
thicknesses: 0. Constructed from stamped anodized aluminum giving it extreme corrosion
Panel front is rated IP66 and is protected against powerful water jets; the panel is also ignition
Features five injection molded ABS switches and inline fuse holders. The front face features
three illuminated rocker switches all on a matte black panel. Each individual Panel will
withstand the water exposures normally encountered in above deck applications such as The
front face features a This water resistant panel will withstand water exposure normally
encountered in above deck Blue Sea Contura End Mounting Bracket Features: Modular design
permits easy assembly in groups of varying sizes Mounting panels available in 1, 3, and 6 fixed
position models Designed for mounting in 6 different panel thicknesses: 0. It also features

Switches have a built-in red indicator light and are designed for use in exposed marine
applications. Splash proof fuseholders with 10 Amp fuses provide overcurrent protection. This
fuse panel is rated IP67 - temporary immersion for 30 minutes. This panel can be mounted
Electrical boxes for marine craft are similar to those in residential dwellings with one key
feature: They must be completely watertight and humidity and corrosion-proof. There have been
improvements to the design and functionality of marine switch panels over the years. It may be
time to upgrade the electrical panels in your boat. Wholesale Marine carries a large selection of
marine switch panels and electrical components. We stock mounting brackets, mounting
panels, circuit breaker panels, circuit breaker boots, and switch panels. Our boat switch panels
are available in unloaded, unwired and fully wired and for a variety of number of switches. Other
considerations are vertical or horizontal positioning. Many are available with circuit breakers.
When you need solid advice, just ask our Customer Service Representatives. In a compact 6.
There is an accessory lighter which is convenient for lighting grills, gas stoves, etc. Designed
for flybridge and open cockpit applications, the horizontal placement facilitates resetting circuit
breakers when needed. Want state-of-the-art? It shows real-time line and load usage, too.
Whatever your boat requires, from boat switch panels to boat anchors , Wholesale Marine
carries it at very competitive prices. We offer same day shipping at a flat rate, too. Be sure to
ask about our Loyalty Rewards program for additional discounts the next time you shop at
Wholesale Marine! Oops, something went wrong. Please try again. Quick view. List Price:. Quick
view Add to Cart. Sea Dog Aluminum Breaker Panel. Marine Switch Panels Electrical boxes for
marine craft are similar to those in residential dwellings with one key feature: They must be
completely watertight and humidity and corrosion-proof. Email Address:. Register Forgot your
password? Originally introduced to fill a gap in the market, this boat does that and more. This
large, center console boat, coupled with Single Piece Infusion or SPI, leads to a strong, superior
performing boat in all conditions. This boat is sure to provide for everyone you bring along with
its plush walk-in console complete with a head and a pull out shower. See All Detail Photos.
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